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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for more fuel efficient vehicles and requirements imposed by
CAFÉ standards for future vehicle fuel economy and reduced emissions have increased
the popularity of hybrid vehicles. The hybrid vehicle utilizes cutting edge technologies to
implement a complex system with the potential of meeting the requirements of CAFÉ
while still retaining the same drive quality and performance as conventional vehicles [1].
One example of this is the pre-transmission parallel plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV). The pre-transmission PHEV combines two tractive power sources with a multispeed transmission and can utilize both charge depleting and charge sustaining modes of
operation. While the use of a transmission can reduce the hybrid vehicle’s energy
consumption, generating an optimal shift map is much more difficult than for a
conventional vehicle. This thesis will present a method for determining an optimal shift
map using global optimization and software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulation of the pretransmission parallel PHEV’s charge depletion mode. The results of the optimization
have been evaluated using hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) and SIL simulations and illustrate
a reduction in energy consumption when compared with a non-optimized shift map
generated from trends observed in the optimized shift maps.
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1.1

The Pre-Transmission PHEV
Although there are many different hybrid vehicle architectures, the one of interest

in this thesis is the pre-transmission PHEV. This architecture features a large battery pack
capable of providing the vehicle with an all-electric mode of operation and an onboard
battery charger to charge the battery using a SAE Standard J1772 compatible charging
station. The vehicle drivetrain consists of an electric motor and an internal combustion
engine (ICE) which transfer power to the transmission through a mechanical coupler [2].
A clutch is utilized between the engine and mechanical coupler in order to disconnect the
engine from the driveline during electric-only operation or provide power during a charge
sustaining mode of operation. During charge sustaining operation, the engine provides
tractive power and the motor is utilized as a generator to increase the battery state-ofcharge (SOC).
Compared to other parallel hybrid architectures, the pre-transmission hybrid has
several advantages. The use of a pre-transmission electric motor enables optimization of
the electric energy usage during electric-only vehicle operation through the selection of
multiple gear ratios [3]. The torque output of both the engine and motor are transformed
by the transmission which takes advantage of the electric motor’s high torque at low
speed. However, the mechanical coupling of the engine and electric motor has the
disadvantage that both components are required to operate at the same speed when they
together provide torque to the transmission [2]. An overview of this architecture is
presented in Figure 1.1.

2

Figure 1.1

1.2

Pre-transmission parallel PHEV architecture

EcoCAR 2 Advanced Vehicle Technology Competition
EcoCAR 2 is an Advanced Vehicle Technology Competition (AVTC) which

challenges collegiate level students to re-engineer a General Motors (GM) donated 2013
Malibu Eco mild hybrid into a full hybrid over the course of three years. The competition
is organized by Argonne National Laboratory with GM and the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) as the headline sponsors. The vehicle platform utilized in this thesis is
being developed as a part of this AVTC by students at Mississippi State University
(MSU) and implements a pre-transmission parallel PHEV architecture similar to the one
previously discussed in Section 1.1. The vehicle powertrain features an 18.9 kWh Li-ion
3

battery pack interfaced with a 145 kW permanent magnet (PM) brushless DC (BLDC)
electric motor. This electric motor is mechanically coupled to a GM 6T45 6-speed
automatic transmission through the use of an oil lubricated chain drive. The engine
consists of a GM 1.4L turbo-charged engine coupled to the transmission and electric
motor through a one-way overrunning clutch. An overview of the MSU EcoCAR 2
powertrain power flow is illustrated in Figure 1.2a and the implemented hybrid
powertrain is illustrated in Figure 1.2b.
1.3

The Supervisory Controller, SIL, and HIL Systems
The integration of hybrid components into the 2013 Malibu Eco has been

achieved through the use of a rapid controller prototyping (RCP) supervisory control
system. Development and evaluation of the control strategy used for supervisory control
has been achieved through SIL and HIL simulation. These systems have had a substantial
impact upon the successful integration and operation of all hybrid components used in the
developed pre-transmission parallel PHEV. The use of a common programming language
between the RCP and HIL systems enabled easy integration of the supervisory control
strategy into the SIL model and permitted the shift map optimizations and evaluations
performed in this thesis.
A SIL system enables the development of control algorithms and evaluation of
vehicle performance in a software environment, such as Matlab Simulink. A basic SIL
system simulates a vehicle through software representations of major vehicle components
and models vehicle dynamics including aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. These
software models can be parameterized with component data to improve model fidelity
and more accurately represent the physical component. A HIL system expands upon the
4

capabilities of SIL simulation by enabling the use of controller hardware. By interfacing
software signals of modeled components to physical input and output (I/O) present on the
HIL, the controller hardware can be evaluated in real-time and replicate the electrical
interfaces which would be present in the vehicle. This exposes the control system to
electrical interference and hardware limitations which are difficult to model in a SIL
simulation.

Figure 1.2

MSU hybrid powertrain power flow and vehicle implementation
5

The supervisory control system used on the vehicle platform consists of two
individual RCP controllers which act as a single unit through Low-Voltage Differential
Signaling (LVDS) communication. Low power digital, non-isolated analog I/O and
Controller Area Network (CAN) communication has been implemented using a dSPACE
MicroAutoBoxII while high power I/O and isolated analog I/O has been achieved using a
dSPACE RapidPro. The combination of these two RCP controllers has provided a system
with extensive I/O and high computational capability. The HIL system utilized for testing
and validation of this supervisory control system consists of a dSPACE mid-sized
simulator. This HIL system provides an extensive selection of analog and digital I/O with
the capability to utilize real loads and insert physical electrical faults through use of
failure insertion units (FIUs). An overview of the supervisory controller and HIL systems
utilized is shown in Figure 1.3.
The development of the supervisory control strategy and the vehicle model
utilized in the HIL system is performed using Matlab Simulink. Simulink is a graphical
model based system design tool which visually represents mathematical algorithms and
equations. The use of Simulink with the dSPACE systems enables easy and rapid
deployment of generated code using Matlab’s Real Time Workshop (RTW) software.
The utilization of Simulink for SIL simulation provides several key benefits which have
been critical to the optimization and analyses performed in this thesis. The benefits
include the ability to rapidly execute a SIL simulation utilizing Simulink’s Rapid
Accelerator function and the use of the Matlab environment for scripting, built-in
optimization algorithms, and parallel processing during the shift map optimization
procedure. The rapid accelerator function enables the SIL model to be compiled and
6

executed outside of the Matlab software, and significantly increases the speed at which
computationally intensive models can be executed.

Figure 1.3

1.4

Overview of supervisory controller and HIL system

Automatic Transmissions in Hybrid Vehicles
During the last decade the use of manual transmissions has decreased in favor of a

variety of advanced automatic transmission technologies. The automatic transmission
enables tradeoffs to be made between vehicle drivability, emissions, fuel economy, and
performance and therefore provides the opportunity to seek an optimal solution [4]. One
of the primary areas in which automatic transmission optimization occurs is in the up and
7

down shift pattern utilized by the transmission. An automatic transmission may contain
multiple shift patterns to be utilized under different conditions such as economy, sport,
uphill, and downhill modes [4]. While the use of an automatic transmission in a pretransmission parallel hybrid increases the overall complexity of the vehicle powertrain, it
can also increase the efficiency through optimization of electrical energy consumption
and fuel consumption during different vehicle driving modes. The power splitting which
occurs between the engine and electric motor can be altered and therefore optimized
through modifications to the transmission’s up and down shift patterns [5].
An automatic transmission up and down shift map typically utilizes the current
vehicle speed and driver accelerator pedal position to determine whether a shift should be
performed. This shift map typically contains three primary sections: lower, middle, and
upper. The lower pedal position region of the shift map represents shift requests that
attempt to be independent of the vehicle speed and typically exists for driver pedal
positions at 40% or below. The middle area blends driver requested acceleration with
other factors such as emissions and fuel consumption. Finally, the upper area is typically
utilized for driver pedal positions over 80% and represents driver request for maximum
vehicle acceleration [4]. An example of a 6-gear shift map with these three primary pedal
regions is presented in Figure 1.4. In this figure, the solid lines with triangles correspond
to up shift lines and dashed lines with circles correspond to downshift lines.

8

Figure 1.4

Vehicle shift map illustrating primary pedal regions [4]

The pre-transmission parallel hybrid is commonly operated as an HEV and
features a smaller battery pack and electric motor when compared with a series PHEV.
As a result, much of the current research has been performed on charge sustaining
operation as an HEV rather than charge depletion operation as a PHEV [6] [7]. Since
little research was available on the pre-transmission parallel vehicle architecture in a
charge depletion mode, additional studies using similar components have been analyzed.
A study using an all-electric bus and another investigation that employed a two-speed
electric axle have successfully demonstrated reductions in energy consumption when
using a multi-speed transmission. In the electric bus, the use of a three-speed
transmission resulted in an overall 9% decrease in electric energy consumption when
9

compared to a fixed gear ratio [8]. In the electric axle study, an optimization study was
performed utilizing cost functions to generate shift maps corresponding to the minimum
energy usage over various drive cycles. Though the study only utilized a two-speed
gearbox, the results showed an increase of 3% over a fixed gear ratio while further
studies showed that this value could be further improved by an additional 4-7% by
optimizing the gear ratios with a multi-speed gearbox [9]. Both the electric bus and
electric transaxle studies were critical in the decision to perform the gear shift
optimization of this thesis due to the positive results obtained. The minimization of
electrical energy consumption is critical to improving a vehicle’s all-electric range since
it can significantly increase the overall fuel economy when computed according to SAE
Standard J1711 [10].
The use of the 6-speed automatic transmission in this thesis follows the results of
the two-speed electric axle study by providing more gear ratios. While transmissions
have practical limitations on the maximum number of gears which can be implemented,
the increased number of gear ratios in the 6-speed transmission is hypothesized to reduce
the overall electrical energy consumption. Through modification of the transmission shift
map, the transmission’s gear selection can be controlled during vehicle operation. The
optimization of this shift map has been performed using Matlab’s pattern search global
optimization algorithm with a Simulink SIL simulation. The optimized shift maps have
been evaluated using SIL and HIL simulation and illustrate the successful
implementation of the pattern search algorithm. The improvements observed from each
optimized shift map are measured by comparison of a non-optimal shift map. This
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method illustrates the potential benefit that may result in the development of a vehicle
when an automatic transmission is included in a hybrid powertrain
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CHAPTER 2
SIL, HIL, AND SHIFT MAP OPTIMIZATION

The control algorithm implemented on the supervisory controller interfaces with
the GM 6T45 6-speed transmission through the TAPshift® mode. On this transmission,
the TAPshift feature is entered manually by the driver at the vehicle’s gear shift lever and
enables the driver to request transmission up and down shifts through use of push-button
switches. By interfacing with the TAPshift system, the supervisory controller implements
a custom gear shift strategy through the use of two control algorithms. To minimize the
electrical energy consumption, the shift map used by this custom shift strategy has been
optimized using Matlab’s pattern search optimization algorithm. SIL and HIL simulation
was utilized for both algorithm development and evaluation of the optimization results.
2.1

HIL, SIL, and RCP in the Automotive Industry
In modern vehicles 20% or more of the cost of the vehicle can be attributed to

electronic control units (ECUs) and software [11]. The use of digital communication has
resulted in numerous communication methods with two of the most successful being
CAN and the SAE J1850 communication protocol [11]. The use of this communication
has allowed modern vehicles to utilize up to 70 ECUs to implement a high level of
functionality through connected sensors and actuators [12].
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2.1.1

The Role of HIL and SIL
The addition of these networked ECUs and vehicle features has increased the

complexity of testing as well as the quantity of tests a vehicle must go through to ensure
safe operation under all conditions. A common, widely utilized solution to this problem is
the use of SIL and HIL simulation. Generally, HIL simulators are scalable and can be
configured for a variety of different systems with the two primary requirements that they
ensure complete test coverage and provide accurate results.
The first requirement of a HIL system is that it must be able to simulate electrical
signals with the same characteristics that an ECU would experience. This requires the use
of real loads to replicate the same current draw and impedance for components the ECU
is designed to control. By varying these loads the ECU can be tested for unexpected
control algorithm results from faulted sensors or actuators [13]. The second requirement
of a HIL system is its ability to accurately simulate the dynamic response of the vehicle
and produce the appropriate I/O response to the various ECUs. The dynamic response is
typically implemented in software using state machines and high fidelity component or
ECU models.
Since the complexity of the models utilized in simulation can vary drastically, a
HIL system has the flexibility to implement a variety of hardware configurations. Simple
systems may only require the use of a single dedicated processor while complex systems
may require the use of multiple core processors and distributed computing configurations.
Correct HIL hardware selection is critical to ensure the simulation model can be solved
within the specified solver time step and output an accurate I/O response [13]. A high
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level overview showing the interaction between the operator’s computer, the HIL
simulator, and the test ECU is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

Overview of HIL simulation

The use of a HIL system during controller development offers several advantages
when compared to the costly and possibly dangerous alternative of prototype testing and
validation on the vehicle platform. One of these advantages is the ability to provide wide
test coverage with both accuracy and repeatability. Through the use of automated scripts
and programs a HIL test can provide user-independent testing, meaning that ECU tests
14

can be performed by the HIL system without the operator being physically present [13].
These tests can be developed to autonomously generate test data, perform data analysis,
save data during the test, and apply a pass or fail status to the results to easily identify
tests which have failed [14].
Another advantage of utilizing HIL simulation is the ability to make critical
design decisions during development. One of the most complex ECUs in a modern
vehicle is the engine control module (ECM). Since an ECM typically receives the driver
pedal inputs and translates these into engine commands, the ECM has significant control
over vehicle response. In a hybrid vehicle where multiple tractive power sources are
present, there may be multiple methods available for control of the powertrain. A HIL
system permits the real-time evaluation of these methods and by utilizing the simulation
results one or more of these methods could be deemed inadequate. This critical
determination is thus made without actual physical vehicle testing.
Finally, the use of programming languages and dynamic modeling tools permits
flexible and highly accurate simulations to be performed on a HIL system. While these
simulations can be performed on the HIL for real-time closed loop testing, they can also
be utilized in a purely software environment. By integrating an ECU’s control algorithms
into the vehicle simulation, a SIL simulation can be realized. The use of SIL allows faster
than real time simulation to quickly analyze the vehicle’s fuel economy and performance
or optimize new control algorithms before being implemented on a HIL system for
further evaluation and validation.
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2.1.2

Production ECU Development and RCP
The complete evaluation of an ECU is critical to ensure proper operation during

all driving scenarios; however, during the initial development of an ECU a prototype or
production level ECU may still be in development. In order to reduce the downtime
caused by the lack of the production ECU and to begin development of initial control
algorithms, a platform which can handle rapid changes to the hardware and software
interfaces is required. A common solution is the use of a RCP system. A RCP system is
similar to a HIL because it operates in real-time, can utilizes a variety of programming
languages, and the initial development and evaluation of a RCP controller may take place
on a HIL system. However, a RCP system differs from a HIL platform since it generally
utilizes slower processing speeds, and reduced RAM [15]. RCP controllers are designed
to assist in the development of ECU’s and their control over components while a HIL
system is designed to replicate a component’s functionality.
The use of a RCP controller in ECU development can be categorized into two
primary methods and offers several distinct advantages when compared to prototyping on
an actual ECU during the initial stages of development. The first of these categories is
“fullpassing” [16]. Fullpassing involves the use of an RCP system when a physical
production ECU cannot be used since it is either not developed or has not been produced.
During this stage, the RCP controller is used in place of the production ECU. This stage
allows the integration and validation of expected production electrical signals and enables
initial development of control algorithms. The second of these categories is “bypassing”
[16]. Bypassing occurs when the RCP system is utilized in parallel with the desired ECU.
By using both of these controllers, the production ECU can be expanded to test new
16

functionality and offload high computational loads onto the RCP before the code has
been completely optimized [16]. An overview of an RCP controller used in fullpassing is
illustrated in Figure 2.2a and bypassing in Figure 2.2b.

Figure 2.2

Overview of RCP controller used in fullpassing and bypassing

Two significant advantages of an RCP controller over a production ECU is the
increased memory and CPU speed and the ability for the user to interact with the
17

controller during runtime. The increased CPU speed and memory capacity enables the
evaluation of non-optimized algorithms during the initial stages of code development.
The real-time link between the operator’s computer interface and the RCP controller
enables modifications to be made to an algorithm parameters or calibrations without
having to recompile the software code [16].
2.2

Shift Map Optimization Method
The shift map optimization is performed using the Matlab Global Optimization

and Parallel Computing toolboxes. The Global Optimization toolbox provides a number
of algorithms which search for global solutions. These solutions typically utilize methods
to find the maxima or minima of several parameters and optimize an objective function.
The Parallel Computing toolbox is utilized with the Global Optimization toolbox in order
to decrease the computational time required to find a solution. Since the objective is to
minimize the electrical energy consumption of the vehicle by optimizing the shift map,
the vehicle SIL model is utilized with Simulink’s Rapid Accelerator to provide the
quickest model simulation time. The procedure utilized is based on previous work
performed at The MathWorks and presented by Steve Miller. This work provides an
overview of how the Global Optimization toolbox can be utilized with Simulink models
in order to achieve an optimized solution using the pattern search algorithm [17].
2.2.1

Matlab Pattern Search
The Matlab pattern search feature of the Global Optimization toolbox is classified

as a direct search method. A direct search method operates by generating a set of points
around the current point in order to determine which point minimizes the objective
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function. This process is often referred to as polling and enables a solution to be found
without calculating the derivative of the objective function. This method provides an
advantage over other minimization algorithms since the objective function can sometimes
be non-differentiable or not continuous. To achieve global minimization of the objective
function, the pattern search utilizes several different solvers: the generalized pattern
search (GPS), the generating set search (GSS), and the mesh adaptive search (MADS).
While each of these solvers provides advantages and disadvantages depending on the
objective function properties, they each utilize the same basic method. During the polling
process the set of points generated is a function of the current point and a mesh size. The
mesh enables the algorithm to widen or narrow its search path by adjusting the size of a
set of parameters called pattern vectors. A general equation relating the pattern vector
with points P, current location vector with points X, mesh size S, and mesh location
vector with points M is presented for the case of N optimization variables in Eq. 2.1.
(2.1)
For example, in an optimization using the GPS solver with two variables, mesh
size 1, and initial condition at the origin, the pattern vectors could take the form shown in
Eq. 2.2.

(2.2)
The resulting plot of this process can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3

Mesh location points for mesh size 1.0

During the optimization process at this time step, the solver will evaluate the
objective function at each of the search pattern vector points. Following this hypothetical
example, the results of this process are shown in Figure 2.4 for the objective function fx.
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Figure 2.4

Example objective function values for mesh size 1.0

If the calculated value at one of the mesh locations is less than the objective
function value at the current point fX0, then the algorithm will move to that point, multiply
the current mesh size by two, and then perform the next optimization iteration. However,
if no calculated values are less than the objective function value at the current point, then
the algorithm will remain at the current point and divide the current mesh size in half.
These two cases can be examined using Figure 2.4. In the case that fX0 is 5.1, the
algorithm will move in the north direction and increase its mesh size. This is shown in
Figure 2.5a for the mesh location points, and Figure 2.5b for the objective function
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values. In the case that fX0 is 4.9, the algorithm will retain its current position and reduce
the mesh size. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6a for the mesh location points and Figure
2.6b for the objective function values.

Figure 2.5

Mesh location points and objective function values at mesh size 2.0
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Figure 2.6

2.2.2

Mesh location points and objective function values at mesh size 0.5

Defining the Shift Map
In order to simplify the optimization of the shift map using pattern search, a

modified version of the approach presented by Miller has been utilized [17]. The shift
map represents vehicle speed on the x-axis and driver pedal position on the y-axis. The
shift map is constructed by assigning a value to the space between shift lines and values
to the points which define the piecewise linear shift lines. Each point on the shift lines
corresponds to a particular value of driver pedal position and therefore fixes their
positions along the y-axis. This forces the shift line points to vary only based on vehicle
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speed rather than multiple variables. For the six-speed transmission being utilized the
result would contain six gear regions with five shift line separation values. Using three
points per shift line the upshift matrix will follow Eq. 2.3 with L representing shift lines
and P representing points.

(2.3)
An example upshift map using this Eq. 2.3 is presented in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7

Illustration of shift map boundaries defined by upshift matrix

The downshift matrix is constructed in the same fashion as the upshift matrix with
a change in the direction of the shift as shown in Eq. 2.4.
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(2.4)
By defining the upshift and downshift matrices independent from one another, the
downshift map can vary independent of the upshift map. This is important with the
vehicle platform being utilized so as to optimize transmission gear selection for both
vehicle propulsion and regenerative braking. The upshift and downshift matrices can be
expanded or reduced based on the number of shift line points required as well as the
number of gears utilized in the transmission.
To utilize this method of defining the vehicle shift map with the pattern search
algorithm, a set of constraints is implemented. These constraints are implemented into the
pattern search algorithm as linear inequalities shown in Eq. 2.5.
(2.5)
The constraint boundaries are calculated before the pattern search optimization
begins and are set in the vector bineq. The constraint vector bineq is compared with the
current shift map points to determine if they are within the constraint boundaries. The
current shift map points are obtained through multiplication of a constraint matrix Aineq
and the column vector x. The constraint matrix Aineq is constructed before the pattern
search optimization and the column vector x is generated from the upshift and downshift
matrices of 2.3 and 2.4. The multiplication of these two variables results in a column
vector which provides information about the positioning of the current shift map’s points.
By comparing these current shift map points to the constraint boundaries, the pattern
search algorithm can enforce the constraints shown below:
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1. The shift line spacing must be greater than zero.
2. The slope of the shift lines must be positive and therefore the shift line
point spacing must be greater than zero.
3. Shift line spacing between downshift lines and upshift lines must be
greater than zero.
The first constraint requires the shift line spacing to be greater than zero. In order
to increase the drivability of the vehicle this value is set at a minimum of 5 km/h. The
second constraint requires the shift line points to be positively spaced to allow higher
driver power demand to result in less transmission gear shifting. The third constraint
prevents the downshift lines from overlapping with the surrounding upshift lines. For
example, this prevents a downshift request from third to second gear when the vehicle
has not yet achieved third gear.
2.3

Supervisory Control Algorithm
The successful implementation of the custom shift map using the transmission

TAPshift mode requires a control algorithm which can actuate the required controller I/O
and monitor the vehicle response to the commanded signals. The developed control
algorithm can be divided into two sub algorithms: shift request logic and shift actuation
logic.
2.3.1

Shift Request Logic
The shift request logic implements the custom shift map, shifting algorithm

constraints, and determines the appropriate conditions for requesting upshifts and
downshifts. Constraints which are utilized in this algorithm include limitations on the
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highest allowed transmission gear, maximum motor speed, and minimum transmission
input speed. The gear limitation prevents the algorithm from commanding upshifts past
the maximum defined gear and has been utilized in the analysis of different transmission
gear ranges. For example, an evaluation of using only gears 1 through 4 could be
performed by setting the maximum defined gear at 4 and prevent upshifts to 5th and 6th
gear. Due to the chain drive system utilized in the vehicle, the maximum motor speed is
limited to approximately 6000 rpm. As a safety measure, if the motor reaches or exceeds
this maximum limit the shift request algorithm will request an upshift independent of the
shift map. Finally, the automatic transmission utilizes the torque converter to maintain
hydraulic fluid pressure. If the minimum input speed to the transmission is not
maintained, a loss of hydraulic pressure will occur and result in unexpected transmission
behavior. In order to prevent this, the transmission shift request algorithm will request
downshifts independent of the shift map once a low transmission input speed is detected.
An overview of the upshift request logic is presented in Figure 2.8a, and the downshift
logic is presented in Figure 2.8b.
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Figure 2.8

2.3.2

Flow diagram of implemented gear shift request algorithm for upshifts and
downshifts

Shift Command Logic
The shift command logic monitors the output of the previous described gear shift

request logic and commands the appropriate controller I/O to perform the gear shift. The
control algorithm flow is presented in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9

Flow diagram of implemented shift command algorithm

The shift command logic initiates when the gear shift request algorithm requests
an upshift or downshift. Upon receiving a shift request the algorithm ensures that the shift
request is present for a user specified amount of time. During the shift command process
the controller simulates a driver upshift or downshift request by commanding, holding,
and then releasing the appropriate controller I/O. The algorithm monitors the
transmissions current state, and upon successful gear shift initialization the algorithm
returns to its initial state. The shift command logic implements user defined holding
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periods which have been implemented for calibration when operational on the vehicle
platform. By varying the amount of time required to proceed through the control
algorithm of Figure 2.9, the overall response time of the shift map can be tuned for
drivability.
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CHAPTER 3
VEHICLE SIMULATION MODEL

In order to obtain optimization and simulation results that will produce a behavior
representative of the vehicle’s anticipated response, an accurate model replicating the
functionality of the hybrid and powertrain components is required. The utilized
simulation implements these components using two types of models: dSPACE
Automotive Simulation Models (ASM) and models developed at MSU. The dSPACE
ASM models have been developed for a variety of common automotive systems and
provide Simulink models capable of being modified for specific applications [18]. ASM
models have been utilized for the driveline, engine, high-voltage battery, and vehicle
dynamics simulation. Models have been developed at MSU for the electric traction
motor, Auxiliary Power Module (APM), battery charger, and coolant system.
Each of the ASM and MSU simulated components consist of plant and software
electronic control unit (SoftECU) models. Plant models simulate the physical
characteristics of a component, such as the speed or torque output of the electric traction
motor, while SoftECUs simulate the controller managing the component. The use of a
SoftECU enables correct development of the supervisory control algorithms by
replicating the internal logic, communication, and I/O present on the actual component.
One drawback inherent to component simulation is that the overall fidelity is dependent
upon the accuracy of the data used to develop and parameterize the model. Each of the
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dSPACE and MSU models has been parameterized using either information provided by
the manufacturer or the results from bench evaluation of the component. The use of this
data in the model is accomplished primarily through lookup tables and state machines to
provide a balance between model development time and model fidelity. An overview of
the component models utilized for vehicle simulation and their primary component-tocomponent interactions is presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

3.1

Overview of vehicle simulation model and component interaction [19]

Automotive Simulation Models
The vehicle dynamics ASM model used in the vehicle simulation implements the

rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag, road grade, and tractive power forces acting on the
vehicle and computes the resulting vehicle speed. This dynamics model is interfaced with
the driveline ASM model that integrates a torque converter, automatic transmission
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gearbox, and differential into the simulation. By interfacing these two ASM models
together and parameterizing the torque converter with manufacturer provided data the
bidirectional torque flow from the torque converter to the wheels can be estimated.
Control over the transmission has been achieved through the use of an ASM SoftECU
and parameterized for the specific gear ratios, shift maps, and torque converter
parameters of the GM 6T45 transmission used on the vehicle.
During vehicle operation the transmission ECU and engine ECU communicate to
ensure the driver requested torque is achieved, smooth gear shift transitions are
performed, and proper torque reduction occurs during gear shifts. Since the engine is not
utilized during charge depleting operation, the communication between the transmission
and engine must be replicated by the supervisory controller to maintain proper powertrain
functionality. This communication has been integrated into the transmission SoftECU to
estimate torque reduction during gear shifting and allow development of the supervisory
control strategy using SIL and HIL simulation.
Simulation of the engine has been accomplished using the gasoline engine and
engine SoftECU ASM models. These ASM models include all the necessary sub models
required to simulate a spark ignition combustion engine [18]. The sub-systems which are
modeled and controlled by these ASM models include: air intake, fuel system,
combustion, and coolant system. The air intake system computes the estimated pressure
and airflow resulting from changes in throttle position [18]. The fuel system manages fuel
injection timing and interfaces with the air intake system to the combustion model. The
combustion model simulates the heat generation and torque output of the engine [18].
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The SoftECU provides control over the fuel injection and throttle position by interfacing
with driver input and vehicle I/O.
Finally, the high-voltage battery is simulated using a multi-cell battery ASM
model paired with a custom developed dSPACE battery management system SoftECU.
This SoftECU has been specifically developed by dSPACE to match the A123 Systems’
BMS utilized in the vehicle and provides the necessary limits and communication
necessary to replicate the actual component. The multi-cell battery model estimates the
overall battery parameters such as SOC, terminal voltage, and overall pack temperature
[18].
3.2

MSU Simulation Models
Component models developed at MSU have been used to simulate the electric

traction motor, APM, battery charger, and coolant system. While each of these is
important to the overall development and validation of the supervisory control strategy,
the most critical models for powertrain simulation are the electric traction motor and
APM. The fidelity of the motor and APM models has a direct effect on the electrical
energy consumption of the vehicle and therefore influences the shift map optimization.
3.2.1

Electric Traction Motor
The electric traction motor model includes a plant model and a SoftECU model to

simulate the UQM PowerPhase 145 kW PM BLDC machine. The plant model which has
been developed implements two primary features: a lookup table based efficiency map
and an algorithm to limit the motor’s maximum torque when operated between the
continuous and peak torque limits. The efficiency map used in the model was from
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dynamometer tests performed by the manufacturer. Data was provided for most of the
torque-speed map except for operation near the maximum and minimum boundaries. An
approximation of these untested points was formed through linear interpolation and is
illustrated as a contour plot in Figure 3.2 [20].

Figure 3.2

Motor efficiency map for SIL and HIL simulation

In addition to efficiency, Figure 3.2 also illustrates the motor’s maximum and
continuous output torque. Since the motor cannot provide its peak torque for an indefinite
amount of time, an algorithm has been implemented to blend the motor’s maximum
allowed torque between the peak and continuous limits. This algorithm monitors the
motor torque and generates a ratio proportional to the duration spent above and below the
continuous torque limit. This ratio increases while the motor is operated above the
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continuous limit, and decreases once it has returned below this limit. As the ratio varies,
the maximum allowed motor torque is linearly decreased from its peak to its continuous
limit.
The developed motor SoftECU implements many of the features which are
present on the actual motor and includes the following:
1. Torque and speed control modes
2. Maximum and minimum speed and torque operational limits
3. CAN communication watchdog timer
4. Motor inverter imposed propulsion and regeneration limitations
5. Auxiliary system power consumption
Communication between the supervisory controller and the SoftECU is
accomplished through multiple cyclic CAN messages. The primary command message
requests the motor operation mode and the mode dependent maximum and minimum
motor limits. While the motor has many different operating modes, two have been
implemented on the developed SoftECU: torque control and speed control modes. Torque
control mode is achieved using a commanded torque request and a maximum and
minimum motor speed limit. As the motor approaches either of these speed limits, a
linear torque reduction is applied with zero torque being applied at the limit. Speed
control mode utilizes a PID controller to achieve the requested speed and a maximum and
minimum motor torque limit for the upper and lower bounds of the PID controller.
In order to replicate component functionality, the SoftECU uses an integrated
CAN communication watchdog timer. During periods where the motor is enabled and
communication has been established with the supervisory controller, the motor monitors
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the time received between CAN command messages. If this time period grows larger than
the watchdog timeout value, the inverter will force the motor torque to zero and latch into
a disabled state. This state can be removed if the supervisory controller transmits a
specific CAN message acknowledging the error and commands a watchdog error reset.
3.2.2

Auxiliary Power Module
When the vehicle implements a charge depleting mode and the engine is not

active, an APM, or DC/DC converter, must be utilized to sustain the vehicle’s auxiliary
systems. The APM SoftECU implements the CAN communication interface required to
enable and control the plant model and monitors the input voltage and output current at
the APM plant model to ensure it is operating within its limits. If these limits are
exceeded, the SoftECU can restrict the plant model’s maximum power rating or
completely disable the APM.
The APM plant model operates by estimating the load on the auxiliary system,
applies a lookup table based conversion efficiency, and then calculates the resulting
current from the high voltage system. In order to estimate the total auxiliary load, each
MSU and ASM component model has been modified to include an estimation of its
power consumption. For vehicle components, such as the body control module, which
have not been modeled but are present on the vehicle, the power consumption has been
assumed as a constant load. The conversion efficiency of the APM is implemented as an
auxiliary load based lookup table using data provided by GM. A high level overview of
the SoftECU and plant model for the APM is presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3

APM SoftECU and plant model overview

Figure 3.3 illustrates the signal interfaces of the APM plant and SoftECU models.
The SoftECU sends and receives the CAN communication, digital, and analog signals
required by the APM and makes them available to the control logic. The control logic
interprets these signals and implements algorithms for simulating component operation
during startup, shutdown, and fault conditions. The plant model interfaces with the
SoftECU and the vehicle simulation model. The vehicle model interface provides the
necessary signals for the operational logic to determine the total auxiliary load, estimate
conversion efficiency, and calculate the resulting high voltage current. The SoftECU
interface enables control over the plant model and provides signal feedback for
monitoring the plant model’s operational state.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

The development, validation, and evaluation of new algorithms in a control
strategy are critical in ensuring the system performs as intended. Alterations to a single
algorithm can have severe implications on the system as a whole and possibly result in
malfunction or dangerous scenarios. The methods used to develop the supervisory control
strategy and evaluate the shift map optimization results follow the procedure used in the
industry as described in the “V-diagram” [21].
4.1

The V-Diagram Development Cycle
The V-diagram is a modular approach which decomposes requirements into

several basic steps and reassembles the control system as evaluation and validation is
performed. This approach to development forces each step of the process to be
implemented and validated before proceeding to the next step in the V-diagram. An
illustration of the utilized V-diagram is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1

V-diagram used in the development of the pre-transmission PHEV

The first four steps of the V-diagram involve identification of hardware and
software requirements, selection of controller hardware based on these requirements,
development of algorithms, and implementation of these algorithms into software. Once
the algorithms required to perform the desired function are developed they are merged
into a single subsystem. As subsystems are developed they are validated to ensure correct
operation before being implemented into the control strategy. Following validation, the
subsystem is integrated into the control strategy and evaluated using the SIL, HIL, and
vehicle.
During the development of the supervisory control strategy used in the vehicle, the
V-diagram methodology was followed to ensure proper operation of the system. The
successful development of this strategy has been critical in providing a validated control
system which correctly interfaces with all components in the SIL, HIL, and vehicle.
Using this control strategy, the TAPshift control algorithms were successfully
implemented and validated before performing the shift map optimization. Evaluation of
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the shift map results has been performed following the V-diagram process of SIL
simulation followed by HIL validation.
4.2

Shift Map Optimization and Evaluation using SIL and HIL
Software-in-the-Loop is the first stage where new subsystems are introduced to

the whole system and serves as a platform for initial tuning and evaluation of the control
algorithm. The fast simulation times of the SIL environment combined with high fidelity
vehicle models allows for a quick initial analysis of the control algorithm. The evaluation
time can be varied through modification of the numerical solver and simulation time step
used with the Simulink model. Since varying these parameters can reduce the accuracy of
the simulation results when compared with the physical system, a tradeoff must be made
between accuracy and the time required for execution of the simulation. This tradeoff was
critical in choosing the time step used in the shift map optimization.
During the shift map optimization process, each iteration of the pattern search
algorithm executes the vehicle simulation numerous times. As a result, a small increase in
the time required to evaluate the vehicle model can have a substantial impact on the time
required to complete the optimization. Two methods were utilized to reduce the time
required for the shift map optimizations. The first method was to implement the
optimization on a quad core desktop computer. The use of four cores enables four
evaluations of the vehicle model to be performed simultaneously and therefore reduces
the time spent during each iteration. The second method was to increase the simulation
time step. The default time step used in this thesis for SIL and HIL evaluation was 1 ms
while the step size used in the shift map optimization was 10 ms. The increase in step size
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from 1 ms to 10 ms reduced the time required to simulate the vehicle from approximately
10 min to 1 min.
The larger time step was initially used with the vehicle model to analyze the
results of the optimization. The second stage of evaluation was performed using the SIL
where the smaller time step enables greater accuracy. The third and final stage of
evaluation was performed using HIL simulation. The HIL incorporates the same models
and algorithms simulated in SIL into a real-time environment where physical electrical
signals and hardware limitations are present. These hardware limitations include reduced
RAM, CPU speed, and numerical precision when compared with SIL simulation on a
desktop computer. HIL simulation enables validation of the control algorithms in the
presence of these limitations and provides the closest representation to in-vehicle
operation.
4.3

Test Procedures
The goal of the shift map optimization for the transmission is to reduce the overall

energy consumption. A major influence on the optimization is the drive cycle selected. If
the selected drive cycle only simulates highway driving conditions, then the optimization
results may perform poorly when evaluated in a city driving scenario. In order to
optimize the shift map over a wide range of driving conditions, the Urban Dynamometer
Driving Schedule (UDDS) and the US06 have been combined into a single, large drive
cycle [22]. The UDDS simulates light accelerations and decelerations with moderate
vehicle speeds and the US06 provides high vehicle speeds with high accelerations and
decelerations. An illustration of the complete drive cycle is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2

Test drive cycle showing UDDS and US06 segments

Using the test drive cycle presented in Figure 4.2 the shift map optimization has
been performed for three different gear ranges: 1st through 4th, 1st through 5th, and 1st
through 6th. Each gear range limits the maximum gear which will be utilized by the
transmission. For example, for the 4 gear range the transmission will only be commanded
to fourth gear, and will not utilize 5th or 6th gear. Since the shift maps utilized in the
production GM 6T45 transmission were not available, a basic shift map was generated
for each gear range to demonstrate the effect of a non-optimal designed shift map on the
electrical energy consumption. A comparative study between the optimized and basic
shift maps for the three gear ranges has been performed using SIL evaluation and HIL
validation. Two vehicle configurations have been evaluated to analyze the performance
of the algorithm: regenerative braking disabled and regenerative braking enabled. The
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first configuration evaluates the vehicle using the motor only for propulsion while the
second configuration evaluates the vehicle using the electric motor for both propulsion
and regenerative braking.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the shift map optimization and vehicle
evaluation for two vehicle modes: regenerative braking disabled and regenerative braking
active. The results for these two vehicle modes have been separated into three subsections: shift map optimization, SIL simulation, and HIL validation. These sub-sections
report the results for the optimized and basic shift maps over the three gear ranges: 1st
through 4th, 1st through 5th, and 1st through 6th. Each gear range limits the maximum gear
commanded to the transmission. The shift map optimization sub-sections provide
comparative analyses of the shift maps used in the SIL and HIL evaluations. In these subsections, the optimized shift maps are presented along with the non-optimal initial and
basic shift maps. The basic shift maps have been generated to provide less optimal
solutions than the initial shift maps and demonstrate the differences between the optimal
and non-optimal solutions. The SIL simulation sub-sections analyze trends present in the
SIL simulation results and details why the optimization improved the electrical energy
consumption. The HIL validation sub-section is used to confirm the results obtained in
the SIL simulation section and illustrate that the vehicle can meet the performance
requirements of the drive cycle.
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5.1

Vehicle Mode 1 – Regenerative Braking Disabled
The first optimization was performed for the vehicle simulation model with

regenerative braking disabled. The results of the optimization, SIL simulation, and HIL
validation for this vehicle mode show reduced energy consumption for the optimized
shift map when compared with the basic shift map. The reduction in energy consumption
is a result of a powertrain efficiency increase and illustrates the successful
implementation of the pattern search algorithm for shift map optimization.
5.1.1

Shift Map Optimization with Regenerative Braking Disabled
The shift map optimization for each of the three gear ranges reduced the vehicles

electrical energy consumption from its initial shift map. The results of each optimization
illustrated the most significant changes during its initial iterations. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.1 for the 6-gear optimization where 79% of the energy reduction occurred within
the first 25 iterations.
Using the 5 gear range results as an example, the overall effect of the optimization
on the shift map can be seen through a visual comparison of the initial shift map
presented in Figure 5.2 and the optimized shift map in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1

Electrical energy consumption at each iteration during the 6-gear
optimization with regenerative braking disabled

Figure 5.2

Initial shift map used in the 5-gear range optimization with regenerative
braking disabled
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Figure 5.3

Optimized shift map used in the 5-gear range with regenerative braking
disabled

The optimized shift map in Figure 5.3 shows several differences when compared
to the initial shift map in Figure 5.2. The first difference occurs for the region above 50%
pedal position. This region illustrates an overall increase in vehicle speed for the shift
thresholds. Since this upper shift map region is primarily for blending performance and
fuel economy, this vehicle speed increase will maximize the performance when the driver
demand is high due to fewer gear shifts. Since each transmission gear shift results in
energy losses, the fewer number of gear shifts will also reduce the vehicles electrical
energy consumption. The second difference occurs for the region below 50% pedal
position. In this region, each shift threshold decreases with vehicle speed. The result of
this vehicle speed decrease will be an overall decrease in motor speed since the shift
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threshold is exceeded more quickly than the initial shift map and the transmission will
maintain a higher gear.
In order to later form a comparison with the optimized shift map, a basic shift
map was generated. This basic shift map uses the same pattern as the initial shift map and
was generated to exhibit the opposite trends observed between the initial and optimized
shift maps. The basic shift map is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4

Basic shift map used in the 5-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking disabled

The patterns used for the basic and initial shift maps and the optimized results for
the 4-gear and 6-gear ranges illustrate similar trends as this 5-gear range. As a result of
the fewer gears used in the 4-gear range analysis, higher motor speeds will be
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experienced. The opposite will be true for the 6-gear range due to an increased number of
gears. The shift maps utilized in the 4-gear and 6-gear range can be found in Appendix A.
5.1.2

SIL Simulation with Regenerative Braking Disabled
The first vehicle evaluations of the basic and optimized shift maps have been

performed using SIL simulation for the three gear ranges. These SIL simulations were
performed using a 1 ms discrete time step and provide increased numerical accuracy over
the 10 ms discrete time step used for the shift map optimization. The SIL simulation
results are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1

SIL Evaluation Results with Regenerative Braking Disabled

4-Gear - Basic
4-Gear - Optimized

Energy
Consumption
(Wh/km)
267.8
257.0

Average
Motor
Efficiency (%)
63.1
67.8

5-Gear - Basic
5-Gear - Optimized

265.9
253.5

6-Gear - Basic
6-Gear - Optimized

263.2
247.2

Total Energy
(kWh)

Average Motor
Speed (rpm)

6.58
6.28

3112
2537

62.1
67.5

6.53
6.20

2916
2290

62.7
70.2

6.45
6.02

2778
1984

The results seen in Table 5.1 show a reduction in the overall energy consumption
between the basic and optimized shift maps for each of the three gear ranges. As expected
from the previous analysis of the optimization results, the average motor speed was
reduced for each gear range when using the optimal shift map. Since the tractive power
required during the drive cycle is unchanged, the reduction in speed results in an increase
in torque and a change in the motor’s operating points. This effect is illustrated in Figure
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5.5a for the basic shift map and Figure 5.5b for the optimized shift map using the 4-gear
range evaluation.

Figure 5.5

Motor operating points during 4-gear range evaluation for the basic and
optimized shift maps with regenerative braking disabled
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For the 4-gear range, the most significant change in the motor’s operating points
occurs between 1000 and 3000 rpm. The optimized shift map shows a collection of motor
operating points in this region while the basic shift map is concentrated at higher speeds.
Since the motor efficiency is decreased at these higher speed regions, the basic shift map
shows lower efficiency than the optimized shift map. This same reduction in motor speed
is observed for the 5-gear and 6-gear range evaluations. As a result, each of the gear
range evaluations in Table 5.1 showed improved motor efficiency and reduced energy
consumption while using the optimized shift map.
5.1.3

HIL Validation with Regenerative Braking Disabled
The results obtained in the SIL simulations have been validated using a HIL

system. HIL evaluation provides the closest representation to in-vehicle testing and is
necessary to ensure the developed control algorithms perform correctly on the embedded
controller hardware. HIL simulation has been performed for each of the three gear ranges
using the basic and optimized shift maps. The HIL simulation results are presented in
Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2

HIL Evaluation Results with Regenerative Braking Disabled
Energy
Consumption
(Wh/km)

Average
Motor
Efficiency (%)

Total Energy
(kWh)

Average Motor
Speed (rpm)

4-Gear - Basic
4-Gear - Optimized

268.0
257.7

63.3
68.1

6.58
6.30

3107
2536

5-Gear - Basic
5-Gear - Optimized

266.4
253.5

62.4
67.6

6.54
6.20

2911
2285

6-Gear - Basic
6-Gear - Optimized

263.7
247.3

63.0
70.4

6.47
6.02

2771
1980

The HIL evaluation results were very similar to the SIL simulation results of
Table 5.1. Since the HIL simulation utilizes the same component plant models and
supervisory control strategy, it was expected for the results to show similarities. The
decreased motor speed and increased motor efficiency observed for the optimized shift
map in the SIL evaluation is also present in the HIL results. For each of the gear ranges,
the reduction in motor speed results in a motor operating point shift to a more efficient
region and reduces the electrical energy consumption over the drive cycle.
An important result which must be analyzed in addition to the electrical energy
consumption is the vehicles performance over the drive cycle. If the vehicle cannot meet
the requirements of the drive cycle, then the results of the optimization would be
inadequate for vehicle use. An illustration of the vehicle drive trace for the 4-gear range
is presented in Figure 5.6a with the drive trace error illustrated in Figure 5.6b.
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Figure 5.6

HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 4-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking disabled

The drive trace error presented in Figure 5.6 measures the difference between the
actual vehicle speed and the desired vehicle speed. The increased trace error during the
US06 portion of the drive cycle highlights the increased speeds and accelerations
compared with the UDDS portion of the drive cycle. The high accelerations required at
approximately 1400, 1500, and 1900 s result in sharp decreases in the magnitude of the
drive trace error, but are short in duration because the vehicle is accelerating to meet the
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desired speed. Since the actual vehicle speed is approximately equal to the target vehicle
speed, the vehicles simulation performance is adequate for the 4-gear range optimized
shift map. The 5-gear and 6-gear range results showed similar drive trace results to the 4gear range, and can be found in Appendix A.
5.2

Vehicle Mode 2 – Regenerative Braking Active
The second optimization was performed for the vehicle simulation model with

regenerative braking active. The results of the optimization, SIL simulation, and HIL
validation for this vehicle mode also show a reduction in energy consumption for the
optimized shift map when compared with the basic shift map. However, the results of this
vehicle mode have raised practical concerns about vehicle implementation of the
optimized shift map due to significant increases in average motor speed. Furthermore, a
critical problem with using a torque converter while operating in a charge depletion mode
has been revealed.
5.2.1

Shift Map Optimization with Regenerative Braking Active
The shift map optimizations performed with regenerative braking active were

executed in the same way as those previously performed with regenerative braking
disabled and utilize the same initial shift map pattern. As a result, these optimizations
also illustrated the most significant changes during the initial iterations. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.7 where 88% of the total energy reduction occurred within the first 10
iterations.
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Figure 5.7

Electrical energy consumption at each iteration during the 6-gear
optimization with regenerative braking active

The results of the optimization can be seen through a visual comparison of the
basic, initial, and optimized shift maps. These shift maps are presented for the 4-gear
range in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9, and Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.8

Basic shift map used in the 4-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking active

Figure 5.9

Initial shift map used in the 4-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking active
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Figure 5.10

Optimized shift map used in the 4-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking active

The optimized shift map shows significant change when compared with the basic
and initial shift maps and illustrates the opposite effect previously seen with regenerative
braking disabled. This significant difference in the optimized shift map is an increase in
vehicle speed for the shift thresholds. Each of these shift thresholds increased to
approximately twice their value in the initial shift map. The result of this increase will be
a substantial increase in motor speed due to the increased speeds required for each change
in gear. The results obtained for the 5-gear and 6-gear range illustrate the same increases
in vehicle speed observed for the 4-gear range. However, as the gear range becomes
larger the magnitude of the change in vehicle speed between the initial and optimized
shift maps is reduced. The 5-gear and 6-gear range basic, initial, and optimized shift
maps can be found in Appendix A.
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5.2.2

SIL Simulation with Regenerative Braking Active
The second vehicle evaluations of the basic and optimized shift maps have also

been performed using SIL simulations with a 1 ms discrete time step. The results of this
SIL simulation are presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3

SIL Evaluation Results with Regenerative Braking Active
Energy
Consumption
(Wh/km)

Average
Motor
Efficiency
(%)

Total
Energy
(kWh)

Propulsion
Energy
(kWh)

Braking
Energy
(kWh)

Average
Motor
Speed
(rpm)

4-Gear - Basic
4-Gear - Optimized

244.2
216.6

73.3
70.5

5.97
5.31

6.48
6.53

-0.51
-1.23

2258
3195

5-Gear - Basic
5-Gear - Optimized

248.9
222.6

74.6
69.9

6.05
5.47

6.33
6.57

-0.27
-1.10

1808
2860

6-Gear - Basic
6-Gear - Optimized

250.0
232.7

75.3
69.5

6.05
5.71

6.21
6.52

-0.16
-0.80

1603
2606

The results presented in Table 5.3 show both expected and unexpected results.
The decrease in electric energy consumption and increased motor speed were predicted
from the previous analysis of the shift maps in Section 5.2.1. However, the optimized
shift map results illustrate a decrease in average motor efficiency and higher propulsion
energy than the basic shift map. The decrease in efficiency is a result of the increased
motor speed and a shift in the motor’s operating points over the drive cycle. This
operating point shift and its effect on the average motor efficiency are illustrated in
Figure 5.11a for the basic shift map and Figure 5.11b for the optimized shift map.
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Figure 5.11

Motor operating points during 4-gear range evaluation for the basic and
optimized shift maps with regenerative braking active

In Figure 5.11, the increase in motor speed resulted in a higher concentration of
operating points between 3000 and 6000 rpm for the optimized shift map. In this region,
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the motor efficiency is reduced and results in a lower average efficiency during the
optimized shift map evaluation. While this effect has been illustrated for the 4-gear range,
it also occurs in the 5-gear and 6-gear ranges which also show significant increases in
motor speed and lower average efficiency.
The optimized shift map evaluation results show an increase in propulsion energy
and recovered regenerative braking energy. The observed increase in propulsion energy is
compensated by the increase in braking energy recovered and results in a net reduction in
the energy used. The significance of this tradeoff can be observed between the basic and
optimized shift maps during the 5 gear range evaluation. Comparing the results of these
shift maps, the propulsion energy used increased by approximately 3.8% while the energy
recovered during regenerative braking increased by approximately 307%. This anomaly
results from the use of a torque converter during regenerative braking and is illustrated in
Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12

Comparison of current gear, energy used, motor speed, motor torque, and
motor electrical power for the basic and optimized shift maps during the 4gear range evaluation

Notes: (a) current gear, (b) energy used, (c) motor speed, (d) motor torque, and (e) motor
electrical power
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Figure 5.12 illustrates a segment of regenerative braking during the vehicle
evaluations where the total energy used first deviates between the optimized and basic
shift maps. At the start of this segment, the optimized shift map is in second gear and
therefore has a significantly higher motor speed than the basic shift map which is initially
in fourth gear. Regenerative braking is commanded at approximately 120.5 s and
represented by the negative values of commanded motor torque and electrical power.
Since the basic shift map has a lower motor speed, the commanded motor torque is higher
than the optimized shift map and the speed is reduced much more quickly. At 121 s, the
motor speed reaches zero rpm and the motor transitions from retarding torque to
propulsion torque. This transition is due to the supervisory controller changing from
regenerative braking to a simulated engine idle state. This algorithm is necessary since
the transmission utilizes the torque converter to maintain hydraulic pressure. Since the
torque converter is a fluid coupling, the motor’s retarding torque can cause the torque
converter to stall regardless of whether the vehicle is in motion or not. Failure to maintain
the torque converter input speed and stalling the torque converter would result in loss of
this hydraulic pressure and force the transmission into a default, limited operation mode.
The transition between regenerative braking and idle occur numerous times
between 121 and 124.25 s and is illustrated by the decreases in motor speed to zero rpm
and a significant reduction in the generated electric power. While the vehicle was unable
to be used for drive cycle evaluation, limited data was available from preliminary
assessments. The torque converter stall previously observed also occurred during these
preliminary evaluations and is illustrated in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13

Actual vehicle test data illustrating motor speed, motor torque, and vehicle
speed during regenerative braking

Notes: (a) motor speed, (b) motor torque, and (c) vehicle speed
In Figure 5.13, regenerative braking occurs from 332.6 to 333.3 s and is
accompanied by decreases in motor torque and motor speed. Between 333.3 and 333.5 s,
the brake pedal is released and regenerative braking does not occur. Once regenerative
braking resumes at 333.5 s, the motor speed rapidly decreases from approximately 1000
rpm to zero rpm and results in oscillations in motor torque as the speed completely settles
to zero. Since the motor is mechanically coupled with the torque converter, the decrease
in motor speed to zero rpm represents stalling of the torque converter. This effect was
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also observed previously during SIL simulation in Figure 5.12 and highlights an
important problem with using a charge depletion mode with the pre-transmission parallel
PHEV architecture.
The increased motor speed present during the optimized shift map evaluation
avoids stalling the torque converter and as a result, the generated electric power is
sustained for a significantly longer duration. The increased motor power during each
regenerative braking event over the drive cycle enables the optimized shift map to
achieve large increases in the recovered braking energy and achieve its goal of reducing
the vehicle’s energy consumption. However, the greater motor speeds make the
optimized shift map impractical for vehicle use due to increases in noise, vibration, and
heat generation.
5.2.3

HIL Validation with Regenerative Braking Active
The results obtained in the second SIL simulations have also been validated using

a HIL. The results of the HIL simulation are presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4

HIL Evaluation Results with Regenerative Braking Active
Energy
Average
Consumption Motor
(Wh/km)
Efficiency
(%)

Total
Energy
(kWh)

Propulsion
Energy
(kWh)

Braking
Energy
(kWh)

Average
Motor
Speed
(rpm)

4-Gear - Basic
4-Gear - Optimized

242.1
215.3

74.0
71.0

5.92
5.28

6.47
6.55

-0.55
-1.27

2255
3184

5-Gear - Basic
5-Gear - Optimized

247.6
221.8

75.1
70.5

6.02
5.45

6.32
6.59

-0.31
-1.14

1816
2849

6-Gear - Basic
6-fGear - Optimized

248.0
231.9

76.2
69.9

6.00
5.96

6.19
6.51

-0.19
-0.82

1600
2604
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The HIL evaluation results illustrate the same trends previously discussed for the
SIL simulation. Each optimized shift map resulted in a reduction in the electrical energy
consumption and motor efficiency, a slight increase in propulsion energy, and a
significant increase in the recovered braking energy and average motor speed. To
illustrate how similar the SIL and HIL results are, the maximum change observed in the
electrical energy consumption for the basic shift maps was 0.9% for the 4-gear range. The
maximum change observed for the optimized shift maps was 0.6% for the 4-gear range.
Since the HIL and SIL utilize the same supervisory control strategy, component plant
models, and SoftECU models, the results of these two simulations were expected to be
similar. The slight difference which was observed is due to the use of the controller and
HIL hardware with physical electrical interfaces. These electrical interfaces introduce
additional error and delays which were not modeled in the SIL simulation.
As described previously in Section 5.1.3, an analysis of the vehicle drive trace is
necessary to illustrate it can meet the performance requirements of the drive cycle. While
each of the optimized shift maps demonstrated it could successfully follow the drive
cycle, only the 6-gear results will be illustrated. The 6-gear drive cycle trace is presented
in Figure 5.14a with the drive trace error illustrated in Figure 5.14b. The 4-gear and 5gear dive cycle traces can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.14

HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 6-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking active

For the drive trace presented in Figure 5.14, the actual vehicle speed is
approximately equal to the target vehicle speed. This illustrates the vehicles ability to
meet the performance requirements of the drive cycle even during the aggressive, high
speeds of the US06. This aggressiveness is illustrated by the large decreases in the trace
error between approximately 1400 s to 2000 s where the desired vehicle speed is much
greater than the actual vehicle speed.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1

Conclusions
This thesis presented a method for optimizing an automatic transmissions’ shift

map to reduce the electrical energy consumption in a pre-transmission parallel PHEV. An
optimized shift map was obtained using the pattern search algorithm and compared to a
generated basic shift map. The basic shift map was generated to exhibit the opposite
trends observed between the initial and optimized shift map. A comparison was made
between the optimized shift map and a basic shift map over a combined UDDS and US06
drive cycle. These shift maps were utilized in three different gear ranges: 1st through 4th,
1st through 5th, and 1st through 6th. SIL and HIL simulations were used for evaluation and
uncovered an important problem when using a torque converter during a charge depletion
mode for this hybrid vehicle.
Results from the shift map evaluations with regenerative braking disabled
highlight the optimization’s ability to achieve its goal of reducing the overall electric
energy consumption. By modifying the shift map to decrease the average motor speed,
the optimization enabled the motor to operate in more efficient regions over the drive
cycle. The average improvement in motor efficiency between the basic and optimized
shift maps for SIL evaluations of the three gear ranges was 5.9% with a reduction in
energy consumption of approximately 300 Wh. In the HIL results, a comparison of the
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drive cycle desired speed and the vehicles actual speed illustrated the optimized shift
maps could meet the power demands of both the UDDS and US06 portions of the drive
cycle.
The results from the second vehicle evaluation with regenerative braking enabled
also illustrate the optimization algorithm’s ability to reduce the electric energy
consumption. However, an analysis of the SIL and HIL results revealed an important
problem when utilizing a torque converter with this hybrid architecture and raises
practical concerns about implementing the optimized shift maps in a vehicle. During
regenerative braking for the basic shift maps, the motor’s retarding torque reduced the
motor speed to zero rpm and caused the torque converter to stall. Using data from
primary vehicle evaluations, the torque converter stall observed in the SIL and HIL
simulations was illustrated to also occur in the vehicle.
The optimization algorithm was able to reduce the electrical energy consumption
by generating a shift map which increased the average motor speed and avoided stalling
the torque converter. While the simulation results demonstrate this shift map as a more
optimal solution, the increase in motor speed makes it impractical for vehicle use. At
these higher motor speeds, the vibration, noise, and heat generation of the transmission
would be increased. If this shift map was used in a production environment, the increased
vibration and noise could significantly reduce the vehicles consumer appeal, despite its
reductions in energy consumption. Additionally, the higher sustained motor speeds will
result in more heat generation due to slip in the torque converter. This increase in heat
would require improved thermal management to keep the transmission within its
operational temperature and increase the production cost of the vehicle.
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6.2

Future Work
Additional work is required before the results of the optimization would be

feasible for implementation into a vehicle. The use of a torque converter for regenerative
braking presents a serious problem which must be overcome in order to achieve a vehicle
which is both practical and energy efficient. One method in which this problem could be
overcome is through the manual use of the torque converter’s lockup clutch. In this
transmission, this lockup clutch is controlled through electrical modulation of a solenoid.
By controlling this solenoid, the torque converter lockup clutch can be forced into an
unlocked, partially locked, or fully locked state. This would improve the transfer of
torque through the torque converter and prevent it from stalling during regenerative
braking.
The optimization could be improved by decreasing the discrete time step utilized
in its SIL model while using distributed computing for parallel processing. The SIL
model used by the optimization implemented a 10 ms discrete time step in order to
reduce the time required to generate each shift map. By combining a lower time step with
distributed computing, many more model executions can occur in parallel during each
iteration of the optimization algorithm. This would enable improved modeling accuracy
without significantly increasing the time required to perform the optimization.
In addition to this study, the pattern search algorithm used for shift map
optimization could be used to improve other aspects of the developed supervisory control
strategy. One area which could be greatly improved through use this optimization
algorithm is the vehicle’s charge sustaining control strategy. Efficient charge sustaining
operation is critical for ensuring the overall vehicle energy consumption is minimized.
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However, the two tractive power sources utilized during charge sustaining operation
greatly increases the complexity of the control system. By implementing a global
optimization similar to the one performed in this thesis, these complex algorithms could
be tuned to maximize performance and reduce the vehicle’s energy consumption.
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APPENDIX A
OPTIMIZATION AND EVALUATION RESULTS
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A.1

Optimization Results with Regenerative Braking Disabled

Figure A.1

Initial shift map used in the 4-gear range with regenerative braking disabled

Figure A.2

Basic shift map used in the 4-gear range with regenerative braking disabled
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Figure A.3

Optimized shift map used in the 4-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking disabled

Figure A.4

Initial shift map used in the 6-gear optimization with regenerative braking
disabled
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Figure A.5

Basic shift map used in the 6-gear range with regenerative braking disabled

Figure A.6

Optimized shift map used in the 6-gear range evaluation with regenerative
braking disabled
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A.2

HIL Vehicle Drive Trace Results with Regenerative Braking Disabled

Figure A.7

HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 5-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking disabled

Notes: (a) drive trace results and (b) drive trace error
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Figure A.8

HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 6-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking disabled

Notes: (a) drive trace results and (b) drive trace error
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A.3

Optimization Results with Regenerative Braking Active

Figure A.9

Initial shift map used in the 5-gear optimization with regenerative braking
active

Figure A.10 Basic shift map used in the 5-gear optimization with regenerative braking
active
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Figure A.11 Optimized shift map used in the 5-gear optimization with regenerative
braking active

Figure A.12 Initial shift map used in the 6-gear optimization with regenerative braking
active
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Figure A.13 Basic shift map used in the 6-gear optimization with regenerative braking
active

Figure A.14 Optimized shift map used in the 6-gear optimization with regenerative
braking active
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A.4

HIL Vehicle Drive Trace Results with Regenerative Braking Active

Figure A.15 HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 4-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking active
Notes: (a) drive trace results and (b) drive trace error
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Figure A.16 HIL evaluation drive trace results and drive trace error for a 5-gear range,
optimized shift map evaluation with regenerative braking active
Notes: (a) drive trace results and (b) drive trace error
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